
SMARTLINK™

Teacher Station



ROOMIER
The teacher station offers a number of 
advantages over traditional-sized desks. These 
include: more usable desktop space, more space 
for interchangeable storage bins and shelves, 
and extra knee space.

COMPACT
The compact version is ideal for teachers who 
prefer a smaller desk. It also can be used as a 
computer station or as workspace for teacher’s 
assistants or volunteers. What’s more, the 
smaller size makes it highly mobile and perfect 
for laptops. 

WIRED
All teacher stations provide design features that 
keep cables tucked neatly out of the way, as well 
as easy access to power through a side-panel 
power cabinet.  

MOBILE
Heavy-duty locking casters make it simple to 
move any teacher station around the classroom 
or school. Corner bumpers protect from possible 
damage along the way.

SELECTION
Choose from two top options: The laminate 
top with a t-mold edge combines a classic look 
with exceptional durability. Or go a bit more 
upscale with powder-coated MDF (medium-
density fiberboard), which features comfortable 
ergonomic edges. 

COORDINATED
Part of a total system, the teacher station 
shares the same rounded edges, color palette, 
and contemporary styling of other SmartLink 
components.

SURFACE MATERIAL SUMMARY

Component Type Color & Code

Powder-Coated MDF 
Tops and Shelves

Muslin (T3) 
Reflection (T6) 
Light Gray (Q)

Laminate Tops Natural Maple (D) 
Sheer Mesh (A5)  
Silver Mesh (B9) 
Harvest (C)

T-Mold Edge Charcoal (S) 
Platinum Metallic (T1)

Metal Surfaces Charcoal (S) 
Muslin (T3) 
Platinum Metallic (T1)

Frames Charcoal (S) 
Platinum Metallic (T1)

THE MOBILE INSPIRATION STATION 

A bulky teacher’s desk sits at the head of the class. Sound a bit old 
school? Today’s smartest learning environments are flexible and 
interactive—especially with the SmartLink teacher station from 
The HON Company. Available in two sizes and part of a complete 
system, the teacher station is a powerful command center that makes 
it easy to add innovation and inspiration to your lesson plans.
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A: SmartLink Teacher Station, with 
silver mesh top, platinum tmold, 
charcoal paint and platinum frame. 
SmartLink Task Chair with cherry 
shell and black frame. SmartLink 
Student Desks with white hard 
plastic top and charcoal frame. 

PRODUCTS, MATERIALS AND FINISHES SHOWN:

A

TEACHER STATION

LT2672-23 
LT2672T-23

TEACHER STATION

LT2672-43 
LT2672T-43

TEACHER STATION

LT2672-13 
LT2672T-13

STANDARD

COMPACT

TEACHER STATION

LT2460-R3 
LT2460T-R3 
LT2460-L3 
LT2460T-L3

ACCESSORIES

SIDE PANEL 
POWER KIT

LPC-PK06 
6-outlets 
Mounts in side-
panel power 
cabinet

ACCESSORY 
RAIL

LTA-TR24 
Accepts file folder, 
CD/pencil holder, 
marker tray  
Mounts to side  
of desk

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

STANDARD 

26” deep x 72” 
wide

COMPACT:

24” deep x 60” 
wide

Available in right 
hand and left 
hand versions.

STORAGE 
OPTIONS 

Full-height 
pedestals

Trays and shelves

Locking pedestals 
and doors

Center drawer 
(standard Teacher 
Station only)

TECHNOLOGY 
SUPPORT 

Side panel power 
cabinet

Full-width cable 
management 
(standard Teacher 
Station only)

Optional CPU 
holder (standard 
Teacher Station 
only)

HEAVY-DUTY 
LOCKING 
CASTERS

POWER GROMMET 

GRMTAC
2 outlets
Desktop accessible


